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instead, to shift off quickly to their base, while another party
attacked in a different, unexpected area.
About the same time as the affair south of Malenko,
this tactic was played out in the east—once only. A small
band of one hundred and fifty, led by Fitorari Abati Tafari,
attacked Gurati (Harradigit) at midnight in the last week
of February, killed straightway two hundred Somalis and
whites who had negligently garrisoned the balles since
December, captured a nice stock of rifles, ammunition and
much needed food, and went home with hardly a loss.
Information reaching the Ethiopian command that week
showed that the garrisons at Wai Wai and Wardair had been
seriously weakened, and that these wells were an easy prey
to the night raid. But Nasibu never carried out another,
though the series across the front was already beginning to
alarm the Somalis who covered the Italian positions and
formed their intelligence system and their shock troops.
Jigo, Malenko, Gurati, satisfaction, finish.
Nasibu was thinking big. In the middle of February
he moved his headquarters permanently to Daggahbur,
followed shortly by Dedjaz Amde and his men : Hapte
Mikael returned to Jijiga with his artificially depleted army.
Nearer the war zone, Nasibu dreamed of a great offensive.
What he had been cogitating since the beginning of February
developed finally into designs of a mass attack upon Danan
to culminate in the recapture of Gorahai. In the Ethiopian
style, he decided; then called upon his foreign advisers for
their views.
Their report written on March 8 which is in my possession,
told His Excellency that such an advance would be fatal :
on the other hand they argued for a renewal of the surprise
offensive which had already proved successful, while the
rest of the troops were to be withdrawn to the Harrar
area, where alone they could organise a compact defensive
system, free from those difficulties of provisionment which
were beginning to tax the rutted tracks, the creaking camions
and the minds of the simple commanders in the Ogaden.
The advantages were, besides compactness and improve-
ment of supply, that the Italians would be forced to operate
over five hundred kilometres of territory already known -4e-"*
the Ethiopian, in which their small offensive commandos
could always range without risk of lacking water. Wehib

